
Learn more about 401K and why
it's a good idea to review
annually.

Find out about Malware, what it
is and what to do if it happens to
you.

Check out the Continuous
Improvement Monthly
Completed Idea Highlights.

Our Vision:
As the worldwide choice for
converting machinery, we will
leverage teamwork, accountability,
and craftsmanship to exceed
customer expectations and build
brand loyalty.

Our Mission:
Innovative converting machinery,
second to none.

Our Core Values:
Succeed Together, Customer
Assurance, Vision Oriented,
Empowered Workforce

made as a young budding mechanical engineer (that my
father probably hoped I’d become). I learned a lot that year
and every year as I spent school summers working in the
shop on machine tools, building machines, wiring machines,
painting, and welding. I mostly learned that I am terrible at
designing and building mechanical things.  That’s often as
good as or better than knowing what one IS good at. 
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HIGHLIGHTS

Does anyone recognize this hook near the employee entrance? 

A Message from the President/CEO
 by Bert Elsner II

Well, I designed it with a pencil drawing
back in the 1980s as a summer student.
It was the first  and last drawing I ever

In time, I realized that the study of successful business models, leadership and
identifying employee motivation was what got me excited. For example, how could
two siblings, growing up in the same household, with the same punishments and
rewards, end up having completely different outcomes? One may end up having a
family and owning a home while the other one may be in jail. THAT became my
passion… learning what motivates people to be successful!

I realized in college that all motivation is internal. I cannot motivate you to do
anything that you really do not want to do. But I CAN find out what motivates you to
want to do a good job and then create an environment that fosters your own
internal motivation to be successful. I can also foster an environment where you can
make decisions about how best to get your own work done efficiently and with high
quality. Mistakes happen but being able to claim the work you do as “your own” will
create a feeling of satisfaction and pride in what you do. Working with like-minded
people, who value your talents and offer help when asked, can only help grow that
overall feeling of being successful. Don’t forget that our company's success makes
the world a safer and healthier place for our customers and their customers!

My passion is you, creating an environment where you can thrive individually, and
we thrive as an entire ELSNER family organization. What or who is your passion?
How can your success at ELSNER fuel the success of your passion? Email me at
belsner@elsnereng.com. I’d love to hear what motivates your success here!

mailto:belsner@elsnereng.com


Hand tools are non-powered. They include anything from axes to wrenches. The greatest
hazards posed by hand tools result from misuse and improper maintenance. Appropriate
personal protective equipment such as safety goggles, gloves, etc., should be worn due to
hazards that may be encountered while using portable power tools and hand tools.

Around flammable substances, sparks produced by iron and steel hand tools can be a dangerous
ignition source. Where this hazard exists, spark-resistant tools made from brass, plastic,
aluminum, or wood will provide for safety.

Portable, bench or floor mounted power tools and equipment need routine maintenance, inspection, and adjustments to
ensure safe operation. Tool bits, blades and other changeable parts must be kept sharp and free from damage. Electrical
systems, belts & pulleys and gears must be properly guarded to prevent exposing employees to hazards.

Tool Safety
By Elsner Safety Committee
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Almost all hand or power tool use requires wearing
eye protection. If dust, fumes or mists are produced,
the proper respirator must also be worn. Using gloves
with powered equipment may be a hazard if there is a
chance of the glove material getting caught in the
equipment or material being worked.

 • Never carry a tool by the cord or hose.
 • Never yank the cord or the hose to disconnect it from 
     the receptacle.
 • Keep cords and hoses away from heat, oil, and sharp 
     edges.
 • Disconnect tools when not in use, before servicing, and  
     when changing accessories such as blades, bits and 
     cutters.
 • All observers should be kept at a safe distance away 
     from the work area.
• Secure work with clamps or a vise, freeing both hands to 
    operate the tool.

Look at handles, tool edges, power cords, hoses & connections, switches, triggers, casings
and attachments. Check hand tools for cracks dings and chips. Don’t use damaged tools.
Generally, hand tools cannot be repaired and should be thrown away. Power tools should not
be jury rigged to work. Have repairs made only by someone who knows the tool repair craft.

  • Avoid accidental starting. The worker should not hold a 
      finger on the switch button while carrying a plugged-in 
      tool.
 • Tools should be maintained with care. They should be 
      kept sharp and clean for the best performance. Follow  
      instructions in the user's manual for lubricating and 
      changing accessories.
 • Be sure to keep good footing and maintain good 
     balance.

Power tools can be hazardous when improperly used. There are several types of power tools, based on the power source
they use: electric, pneumatic, liquid fuel, hydraulic, and powder-actuated.

HAND TOOL SAFETY:

POWER TOOL PRECAUTIONS:

CHECK FOR DAMAGE:

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT:

Long draping sleeves, baggy shirts, floppy pant legs
are hazardous around powered equipment. Long hair
should be pulled back so that it does not hang in front
of the ears. All personal jewelry such as rings,
necklaces and pendants should be removed before
operating powered tools or equipment.

CLOTHING HAZARDS:



Monthly Completed Idea Highlights 

 In the O:Drive, check out the folder called "Processes Flow
Maps and Work Instructions". While we are continuously
making improvements to the structure of this folder, we
want to get all documented processes shared as soon as
possible to better help implement standard work. While
many work instructions are documented, we are in the
process of increasing the number of flow maps that exist for
these processes as well. The difference between the two is
that work instructions consist of detailed step by step
instructions, while flow maps are a summarized, high- level
process overview. Talk to the CI team or your supervisor
about creating a process in your area to help improve
process repeatability, responsibility clarity, and help with
training for new hires.

Ten new ideas were shared to the Ideas Board within the
past month, bringing our total ideas to date to 140! We try
to keep all idea slips posted on the boards for a few days to
give other employees the opportunity to read the ideas and
either give feedback from their perspective or create a team
of employees to form a larger project. Be sure to stop by the
board and read other ideas! 

Continuous
Improvement News
By Morgan Stonesifer
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Have you heard about the CI team’s spot
for sharing ELSNER’s work instructions? 

Wes Hickman shared the idea to purchase a
small white board for each machine in (or
near) start-up in assembly to visually depict
machine details and provide more open
communication. Some examples of details to
be provided on the whiteboards may be
missing parts, customer blade size, due dates
for the machine, etc. The whiteboards are
here, and assembly is currently working on
selecting the information to include on them! 

Shawn Noble posted an idea suggesting
creating a process that requires all parts from
the stockroom to be issued before walking
out the door. This will improve the accuracy
of cycle counting done in the stockroom and
limit the number of missing parts due to
inaccurate inventory. Be sure to fill out a
“Request for Material from Stock” slip in the
stockroom if you need a part, and give that
form directly to Jeff, Shawn, or Nick.



July was not one of our better months as far as quality is concerned. We 

August is here! Kids going back to school,

football season getting ready to start and the 

by Joe Despines

QUALITY TALK
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 Stop by inspection and tell me what

your favorite college football team

is, that way I know you’re reading

this…I’m keeping a list.

We have to do better at managing ourselves. If you

need help, do not be embarrassed to ask. Is the print

not clear? Is the tooling correct? Is the process proven?

Do you need new batteries for your calculator? It

doesn’t matter what the issue is, help is only a question

away. We are here for each other. The beautiful thing is

we all want to succeed. To be a team player you must

be accountable for yourself first, but willing to set

everyone around you up for success.

TEAM-Together Everyone Achieves

More. Let’s have a better August.

 

 nights getting cooler. My favorite time of the year!

show a 7.9% increase in our rework and an 18.6% increase in scrap, posting our worst month since

I’ve been tracking the data. Our vendor's numbers have actually improved. So, what happened? 



Review Your Retirement Savings Goals1.

2. Increase Your Retirement Plan Contributions

3. Rebalance Your Investment Portfolio

4. Consolidate Your Accounts 5. Review of Named Beneficiaries

Financial planners estimate that you will need about 75% of your preretirement income
for retirement. You can use a retirement calculator like the one at mykplan.adp.com to
determine if you are saving enough to meet your financial goals.
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Even if you aren’t nearing retirement, it’s a good idea to
look at your 401k annually so that it will get you to
retirement when you are ready! I thought I’d go though
some tips this month on what to consider when during an
annual review of your 401k account:

By Angie Klunk
401K Annual Maintenance

Do you know that Elsner offers a match of 50% up to 6% of your eligible compensation?
By taking advantage of this great benefit, not only are you saving up to 6% of your income
BEFORE taxes, but you are also earning an immediate $.50 for every dollar saved! So,
make sure that you contribute enough to receive your full match from Elsner! If you are
already saving at least 6%, aim to increase your contribution by 1-2% each year, working
up to 10-15% of your pretax income. Finally, make sure to review current retirement plan
contribution limits ($19,500 in 2021, plus an additional $6,500 catch-up contribution if
you’re age 50 or older).

It’s important to periodically check your asset allocation to see if it aligns with your
current strategy. Do you want a 75/25 stock to bond split, for instance? Keep in mind, you
may also want to rebalance to a more aggressive or conservative allocation should your
tolerance for risk change, or as you near retirement. Talk to an advisor if you have
questions about asset allocations.

Do you have a 401k from a
past job? Why not roll it over to
your ADP 401k account? This
may lower fees and allow you
to have better visibility of your
financial position. Just make
sure that you follow the
transfer rules so that you don’t
get hit with an unexpected
penalty or tax bill!

When you first signed up for
401k, did you skip this step? Has
your family status changed? Did
you have another child that
should be added? If you have a
will, make sure that your
beneficiaries align with your will
as well. 



Customer Service Update:

These machines are used to convert the rolls of weed

block sold at home improvement stores. Check the

label the next time you are in that section of the

store.

The rolled wipes market continues to have some ups

and downs. It is important to keep working hard to

complete our current backlog as the market becomes

more competitive. We are already seeing customers

who couldn’t wait for ELSNER machinery and

purchased cheap, foreign substitutes regretting their

decision. On a recent trip to Wisconsin, I was shown

the machines that are being retired (after less than 6

months of use) in place of ELSNER machinery at a

rate of 3 to 1. Even more important is that we ship

machinery that exceeds our customer's expectations.

Word travels quickly when a customer is not happy.

The quality of our equipment allows us to walk

proudly through our customer facilities, trade shows

and throughout our travels.

It has been another busy month for the Customer

Service team. The monthly overall revenue goal was

again surpassed. The Customer Service team plays a

key role in keeping our customers happy, but we

need everyone’s help in order to continue to meet

and exceed customer expectations. 

Sales News
B Y  J A Y  R O T H
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Our long time customer,

Greenscapes, from Calhoun, Georgia

has come back for a 6th V-Series

rewinder. Even through a recent

ownership change, they still look to

ELSNER for their rewinder needs. 

Converter's Expo Was a Success!

The Converter’s Expo held at Lambeau Field, in

Green Bay, was a success. We were able to meet

with existing and prospective customers. We met

a few PACO customers and helped to spread the

word of the ELSNER ownership of that brand.

Green Bay is the home to several ELSNER

competitors. We should all be

proud that ELSNER is the machine of 

choice for a number of customers right

in the backyard of our biggest competition. 

You can be sure that they notice.

Revised practices have been put in place in regards

to the priority of sales orders for replacement parts

and PACO parts. Please be mindful of the

established priorities and help us reduce the critical

time that our customers have to wait to get their 

 machines back in action.



Sales Charts

The entire 2nd shift machine shop staff helped

clean up the pond by shooting down (5) ducks to

get the count back to an accurate number.
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Please be careful to check the complete

box in MES when operations are done.

Remember MES feeds data to Epicor for

scheduling and costing, so inaccuracies

in your counts or completed operations

have a huge impact on the other parts of

our system.

How many ideas have you submitted this year?
Were any of your goals focused on ideas? How
many CI projects have you participated in or
helped lead? Please don’t forget to join a team
whenever you can to help solve problems.

MES Data Collection

Continuous Improvement Opportunities
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Many things have changed about our company in the last year a
lot of new people and a lot of new processes, the way we do our
scheduling and the way we identify our work. All of this can be
frustrating without good communication. Please remember to talk
to one another – ask questions and stay involved.

Our core values as a company should not change just because our
level of work has grown.

YTD
Performance

Overall

UPDATES IN
MANUFACTURING
B y  C h a r l i e  S l a y t o n

31 Machines
shipped YTD

35 machines on
order:

(6) ENR-1000,
(21) G3
(5) V-5
(1) CR
(1) EW
(1) Weld Test
Stand

ELSNER Core Values

Do you know an employee who
exemplifies the

ELSNER Core Values?

Nominate them for the
Employee Recognition

Program!
All submissions due by the end of

Septmeber. Winner for this quarter to be
selected in October.
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This Month in Photos
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ETC received a
perfect safety

record for second 
 straight month!

Due to raw materials arriving, the second half

of July saw V4 production return and start to

stabilize. In August, V4 Kraft paper production 

increased to normal levels with efficiencies returning due to

several reasons including a well-serviced machine and

consistent running of the Canadian paper. 

August saw a surprising influx of interest and orders for G3

work from several companies. One such order, slated to begin

production soon, is for 240,000 finished rolls. We are also in

the process of solidifying an exciting deal to run 4,500 rolls of

medical paper on our AFR. I credit this increase in activity in

large part to vigilance on the part of our sales team.

The Frank’s Industrial Wipes initiative is progressing, and we

have a meeting scheduled later this week to start mapping

out the details. I’m hoping to have more on this next month.

Last month I was fortunate to be able to travel to Atlanta for

the World of Wipes conference. Not only did I get 15 hours of

in-depth history and understanding of the non-woven and

wipes industry (from the Wipes Academy program), but I also

had the opportunity to meet like-minded folks, collaborate

and return with some prospective business for the ETC. 

ETC News
By Dan Schmidt
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Kyle has been

working diligently

on our SW-30

poster machine and,

along with some

help from Plant-1, 

we have a tentative FAT scheduled for

this coming Friday. Let’s keep our fingers

crossed that all goes well we have one

definite job to run on it and some

prospective work once we're

operational.

We have been receiving truckloads of Kraft

In other ETC
News:

paper this month in

anticipation of

purchase orders for

about 2-Million

finished rolls. We have

also received word

that we’ve picked up

several new Dollar Tree distribution

centers from the west coast that we’ll start

producing for in January 2022. To further

the good news, we’ve been told there is a

push to add Dollar General’s 12,000 stores

to our portfolio of Kraft paper customers.

With all this work in mind, we can’t wait to

receive our two, new V5 machines...

hopefully by year’s end.
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Engineering News
By Scott Chappell

Engineering is continuing to support issues and improvements that arise on SRD-960 machine 1
in Mexacali. We are also getting ready for FAT for SRD-960 machine #2. The new ERS-180 is in
assembly and we are providing technical support during this phase. We are very busy supporting
all machine orders as well to ready them for the customer.

The new ECN process continues to improve as we all become more
familiar about the requirements. Feedback to this point has been very
positive.  Thanks to Kim Jacoby and Chris Smith for making the rollout
a success. 

The engineering team has started work on standards to improve
efficiency in Engineering and communication with manufacturing. This
will be in an effort to be uniform in our process and practices. These
standards will include detailed drawing practices, weldment drawings,
assembly drawings, pneumatics drawing, to name a few. This will be an

ELSNER Riding Club
Event Planned

In other news, our Elsner Certified Program (ECP) is undergoing a facelift. For those who aren’t aware, the

ECP is a way to help connect converters and substrate manufacturers. By certifying manufacturer’s

materials, converters are better able to make prudent buying decisions knowing their materials will run

efficiently on ELSNER equipment. Look for more to come on this exciting program.

ELSNER Certified Undergoes a Facelift

Ice Cream Social RideDate: Sunday, August 22, 2021

Time: 12:00 High-Noon (KSU at 12:15pm)

Ride Meeting Location: ELSNER parking lot

Destination: Half Pint Creamery
                              1101 Biglerville Rd.; Gettysburg, Pa 17325

Plan: We plan to meet at noon for a casual ride to our destination
for some tasty ice cream, compliments of ELSNER. All vehicles (2,
3 & 4 wheeled) are welcome to accompany us or meet at Half Pint
Creamery. The ride is open to all ELSNER employees, their partner
(same bike or second bike) and family members. We will follow
normal riding protocol and laws. We hope to see you for the ride
or ice cream. Contact me in advance with any questions.

ongoing process that we will include manufacturing, assembly, and machinist for the input and improvements.
This has been a long time coming with the growth of ELSNER and adding new personnel who do not have the
ELSNER “local” knowledge.



100% On Time
Parts Delivery

SUPPLY CHAIN
NEWS

hours as we are starting to see days get shorter and
shorter. As much as I’m looking forward to fall, winter is
not my favorite, and it’ll be here before we know it!

Enough about the weather though. Here’s an update on
our ongoing projects:

This is still in process and will be an
ongoing project as we iron out what
needs to happen, and how it will
affect Epicor reporting, in order to
fully implement this change. 

This project is still
ongoing and we’re
working towards
getting the parts
needed to be
stocked in that
area vendor
managed by
Fastenal. 

Life keeps getting
in the way, and we
still have not
gotten assembly
support trained to
use them but will
be getting that
done soon.I have a
meeting on the
books for next
week. 

The receiving team
is continuing to
work with Shane
and Chris to store
larger items out in
the assembly
support racking. 

Summer is flying by! I sure hope everyone
has been taking advantage of the daylight 

B y :  B r a n d y  C a r l s o n

This is still an
ongoing project
that we’re working
on with other
departments in
order to get parts
to assembly on
time. They are still
seeing
improvements, but
we are working to
get even better. 
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Barcoding Parts
Storage

Hardware Stocking
for Machine Centers

This is still on the
list of projects to
start.

MRP
Implementation

This is up and running full force and has been going well! Shawn is the
primary “owner” of cycle counting with Jeff as a backup and Nick is being
trained on the process this week. We are definitely finding inventory
discrepancies and it’s great getting them cleaned up.

Cycle Counting

PO Suggestion

I’m working on cleaning up data in order for PO suggestion to be a more effective tool for the
purchasing department to get the right parts here when we actually need them.

Ordering Parts to Stock instead of Job



                   Today actual computer viruses are not  

                   commonplace like they used to be. The 

                   reason is that Windows itself has a built- 

                   in antivirus, and most viruses were

complex and needed to actually be installed on a

computer. 

These days Malware is how bad people try to get

you. Malware sometimes installs, but usually only

as a toolbar on your web browser. Beyond that,

they normally live in temporary files on your

computer... but they don’t even need to do that to

bug you or trick you into thinking you need to call

them for support then send money. Because let’s

be real, bad people do things often to get your

money.

So what do they do?  Most often they get a

message to show up on your computer saying

“You’re infected” or “Viruses found” or a list of

other things to make you think your machine is

sick in some way. Redirecting popular web pages

to a site they made, is the method they most often

use.  Sometimes it will go full screen and a hard

shutdown or going into task manager is the only

way to resolve it. Recently a few people had pop-

ups that I spent all kinds of time trying to find and

after a bunch of looking around, I found I needed

to delete the notifications from Google Chrome.

I’ve not seen that until very recently. This shows

they are getting more creative. 

At any rate, I wish they would stop, but they

won’t. Make sure you are on trusted websites and

if you get one of these kinds of infection messages

tell me so I can get rid of it and you can get back

to work.

Happy Browsing!

Paul

TIPS FROM THE IT DEPARTMENTTIPS FROM THE IT DEPARTMENT
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Scott Wonder, Saw Operator, started 8/2/21

Chad Oberdick, Welder/Fabricator, starting 8/23/21

Mike Golden, Saw Operator, promoted 8/23/21

EMPLOYEE UPDATES

Sales Engineer (1)
Assembler  (2)
Service Technician (3)
Human Resources Intern (1)
Mechanical Engineer (1)
Customer Support Technician (1)
Assembly Supervisor (1)

DAY SHIFT:

RECRUITMENT  UPDATES
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Continuing Adult Education
Mechatronics course. Derek
Roth, John Wright, and
James Wheeler will be part-
time instructors onsite at
York Vo Tech teaching the
machining portion of the
program every Monday
through Friday afternoon
for the Fall 2021 semester.

HR CORNER
By: Lynneah Smith

ELSNER has partnered with York
County School of Technology to
provide instruction for their

Derek will teach foundational
materials such as
measurements, tooling, etc.
from September 7 through
October 6.

John will cover lathe
machining from October
6 through November 3, 

and James will teach mill
machining from November 3
through December 10. 

Not only will Derek, John, and James be helping
to prepare future workers within our
community, but they might also be helping to
train future ELSNER service technicians!

With the installation of the monthly ELSNER
newsletter due to COVID-19, we stopped
holding monthly in-person communication
meetings. To accommodate a new blended
format, we will continue the monthly printed
newsletters and will begin hosting bi-annual
All ELSNER in-person meetings. 

Our first will be held in September and will be
outside by the main employee entrance,
weather permitting. Bert and other leaders
will provide an update on the current and
future goals of the company. Stay tuned for
additional details to come!



MARK YOUR
CALENDAR

Bulletin BoardB

Now that's Funny!

Aug. 21st - ELSNER Yard Sale

Aug. 23rd- EXCEL I Makeup Training

Sept. 1st- Financial Lunch & Learn- 

Sept. 6th- Closed for Labor Day

Sept. 10th- EXCEL II Training

Sept. 25th- ELSNER Family Picnic

December 15th - On-Site ELSNER 

Please mark your calendars for these upcoming

Elsner events. More information to follow.

August

September

                             The Importance of Saving Early

December

                     COVID Vaccine Booster Shots 
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Can you find the answer
to this question from one
of the articles in this
months newsletter? 

THIS MONTH IN THE
SUGGESTION BOX:

QUESTIONS ON THIS
NEWSLETTER?

CONTACT LYNNEAH
FOR ASSISTANCE 

Connect with Elsner on our 
Social Media Platforms to learn

more information about the
company and see what we are up to!

NEWSLETTER
TRIVIA:

Send your answers to
Tiffanie by the first of the
month to be entered into
a drawing for a gift card.

The winner will be
announced in next
month's newsletter.

Wondering how to access the Employee Handbook?
Interested in catching up on the prior month's
newsletter? Searching for a form? Use the ELSNER
Intranet! 
What is the intranet? It's an online portal used for
sharing information, collaboration tools, operational
systems and much more.

To access the Elsner Intranet, go to
ElsnerCareers.com, or scan the QR
code, then click on "Intranet Login"
and enter the password that is
posted on the bulletin boards around
ELSNER.

QUESTION:

July Trivia Winner is:

Susann Simon!!
Please see Tiffanie to collect

your gift card.

Q1: Can we have a system for converting
overtime to vacation hours? For example,
5 hours of overtime can buy back 1
vacation hour?

A1:  We are currently exploring options for employees to

earn or buy additional vacation time and will take this

suggestion into consideration. Stay tuned in the coming

months for additional details.
What program allows
you to nominate an
employee who
exemplifies ELSNER
Core Values?

https://www.facebook.com/ELSNERENG/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/elsner-engineering-works-inc-/mycompany/
https://vimeo.com/elsnervideos



